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operations in Flanders. But the very first weeks of the campaign
gave him an unhoped-for chance for a decisive strike at Villeroi.
The French marshal, hoping to catch the Allies while their
concentration at Tongres was still incomplete, left his lines
behind the Dyle and moved eastward with 60,000 men, only to
find Marlborough with an approximately equal force ready and
anxious to give him battle. On May 23 the French, in position
around Ramillies, were attacked and completely overthrown
after four hours' fighting. Marlborough, masking his real
intentions by a partial attack on the hostile left, assailed their
right centre in force, and with the aid of his reserves and
additional troops rapidly and skilfully transferred from his right,
broke through and drove the enemy in rout from the field. So
vigorous was the pursuit that the beaten army was given no
chance to rally ; Villeroi was forced to abandon Louvain and
Brussels, and to seek refuge to the west of the Scheldt under
the guns of Lille. The fruits of this great victory, apart from
the 15,000 casualties inflicted on the enemy, were the surrender
to the Allies of the fortresses of. Brussels, Ghent, Bruges, Ant-
werp, Ostend, Menin and Ath ; and these sweeping gains were
cheaply bought at the price of their own 4000 casualties. By
the end of the campaign they had secured the whole of Brabant
and Flanders, and had carried their arms in less than four
months from the Meuse to the sea.
The operations of 1706 in Spain had also made good initial
progress, and an army advancing from Portugal had even
penetrated to and occupied Madrid. While awaiting the
arrival of the second British column from Catalonia, however,
it was assailed by the French under Berwick and forced to
evacuate the city ; joining up with its comrades from the east,
it then retired unmolested into Valencia.
One other result of the disastrous issue of the campaign of
1706 in Flanders was the replacement of Villeroi in command of
the French armies by the more capable Vend6me, whose instruc-
tions were to avoid battle and confine himself strictly to the defen-
sive. Marlborough also, at the opening of the 1707 operations,
was inclined to adopt a waiting policy in view of. a large-scale
offensive to be undertaken by Eugene against Toulon, and
when the news of the latter's advance gave the signal for a
renewal of activity on the part of the Allied armies in Flanders,
the break up of the weather made it impossible to come to grips
with the French. All Marlborougfc's attempts to entice
Vend6me to stand his ground proved in vain, and at length the
incessant rain and the exhaustion of both armies brought the
campaign to aar arly and unsatisfactory conclusion. Elsewhere,
too, things frad gone badly for the Allies ; the enterprise against

